
 

 

 

Full name: ………………………………….                                                                Group: ………. 

1) Put these words in the right column based on their pronunciation: (4pts) 

Generations – Aspects – Creatures – Products – Complexes – Fields – Approaches-Acknowledges-Absorbs-

Apologies-Boxes-Orders-Threatens-Copies-Expects-Truths 

/S/ /Z/ /IZ/ 

 Aspects 

 Products 

 Expects 

 Truths 

 Generations 

 Creatures 

 Fields 

 Absorbs 

 Orders 

 Threatens 

 Complexes 

 Approaches 

 Acknowledges 

 Apologies 

 Boxes 

 Copies 

 

 

2) Write the plural forms of these special nouns: (10pts) 

1. I can see two (fish) _______FISH_______ in the fish tank.  

2. How many (child) _______CHILDREN_______ are there in the schoolyard?  

3. We still need three more forks and (knife) _______KNIVES_______ for our dinner guests.  

4. Many trees lose their (leaf) ______LEAVES________ in the fall.  

5. Many (deer) ______DEER________ live in that forest.  

6. Sharks can grow thousands of (tooth) ______TEETH________ in a lifetime.  

7. What is the population of Mexico? How many (person) _____PEOPLE_________ live there?  

8. Cats like to catch (mouse) _______MICE_______.  

9. I really want to sit down. My (foot) _____FEET_________ are killing me!  

10. (Octopus) ______OCTOPI________ have eight arms and live in the sea.  

 

SECOND TERM EXAM CORRECTION L3 

ALL GROUPS 

ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE 

MODULE 



 

3) Rewrite the sentence B so that it means the same as sentence A: (6pts) 

1. A. The farmers produce food for everyone. 

B.Food is produced by the farmer for everyone....................................................................... 

........... 

2. A. She helped you to solve the problem. 

B....You were helped to solve the problem by her................................................................................... 

......... 

3. A. Ram and Sam cleaned the car. 

B....The car was cleaned by Ram and Sam..................................................................................... 

......... 

 

4. A. He plays hockey. 

B....Hockey is played by him 

 

5. A. The dog is walked by Ben. 

B.......Ben walked the dog............................................................................. 

........... 

6. A. The book is opened by him. 

B...........He opens the book............................................................................... 

......... 

 

Self-belief and hard work will always earn you success 


